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PRELIMINARY: The auther has studied on some properties in the semi-symmetric metric
space with Schoutenean connection Cl]. In the. present paper he continuously obtains
some propositions on the geodesics and hypersurface embedded in it.

[lJ The followings had been seen already, that the pseudo-Riemannian space Rn* may
be induced to the space Rn under the condition whose metric is of the form

ds2= aijdxidxi

and admitting the fundamental semi-symmetric torsion of Schouten:

Tijh=ol ~~ -0/ ~~,

where U be the component of the torsion vector in Rn*.
Here we put the metric as follows:

(2)

then in this case the affine connection should be given in the next formula:

(3) r ..h= {.h.} +0./0 aU.
I) I ) I ox)

where {N is the Christoffel's symbol with respect to gij.
Further we could already obtained [l]

(4) R\il=G\i/

where G\j/ be the curvature tensor of the Riemannian space Rn with the metric

(5)

Then we can see that the pseudo-Riemannian space Rn* is conformally equivalent with
the Riemannian space Rn admitting the same curvature tensor. And in this case the
following can easily be seen:

(6)
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From (4) and (6) various results have been obtained. [5], whereas if GiAjl vanishes,
the SQ-called absolute parallelism is to be induced in the pseudo-Riemannian space.

Now we examine the existence condition

(7)

of the straight line in R.." of which metric is given by (2).
On the other hand, the conditions for the geodesics is given as follows [4J,

(8)

Here,. through a few steps of calculation we hold, in our space the following:
If the geodesics is auto-parallel. then it is in fact the straight line.
Paying attention to (5), let us consider the following:

(9) rJ23f +{it dz" dz" _ i
(j(j2 AM dq dq -K"

where K, ,,' be the principal curvature and unitary vector of the principal nonnal
respectively.

Applying the results related with the godesics in the semi-symmetric metric connection
space to the following curve:

(10)

we obtain the next formulae:

(11)

Covariant cWJerentiating the l-st and 2·00 formulae with respect to q, we have

1'1 ...'" dK -n' dz" [ iPU _ oU au _ { Il aU]
~J dq - dq ~ o:J!' p- IIM a:l! '

(13) .(Z +,,~;)=(giA~~; '!t -".".)~ .[a.::fxh- UJ :~],

where im
i

indicates the covariant derivatives of the principal normal ni with respect to q.
dq

CoDsidering the interior of the bracket of the right hand side of (12), we obtain the
next proposition.
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PROPOSITION 1. If there exists the fundamental tensor field:

1
02V {I oV - oV oV

gut; ox"ox. "h} OXI ox" oxh'(14)
drr=gudxhdxn,

then the principal curvature K is constant.

[2J We consider the equations:

i=l, 2, .•.• n.

of the hypersurface in R"*, that is admitted the semi-symmetric Schoutenean connection.
The linear metric element on this hypersurface is given as follows:

oxi oxi
dSZ= g;J ouO< oufi du"'du fi•

a, f3=l, 2, "', n-l, i, j=l, 2. "', n.

For the differential equations of the geodesics, we have

(15)

and along this curve:

then, we can rewrite (15) as follows

(16) d2i dhdh d i d h
~+ { i } -!£... -!£... + Vi - -!£... V-!£...= i

dSZ h h ds ds ds h ds K)) •

oVwhere V;= oxi and /c, li be the curvature and unitary vector of the principal direction

respectively.

Contracting (16) with gij ~~; and putting the unitary vector of the tangent to be tit

we have
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i. eo.,

(17) ( dX"·) oxi
v'·-t· V,---!f:V" --=0.• • ds·· " OUT

oxi
This means that the interior of the bracket be orthogonal to OUT on the hyper-

surface, so that its direction is the same with the normal of the hypersurface.
Setting the unitary vector of the normal to be Ni, then we have

i. e.,

Thus we have derived the following:

PROPOSITION 2. Crmeerning of a geodesics, torsion vector of our space on a point of
the hypersurface can be expressed by means of the 3-frame (ti' Vi, Ni) and the curvature
of the curve and the projection curve of the torsion vector onto the tangent plane could
be gotten through the parallelopiped constructed with this 3-frame.
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